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Introduction
For a long time, African countries have suffered from infrastructure problems in all industries, and it 

takes a lot of time and money to build infrastructure in each industry. On the one hand, this is the basis 

for providing innovative services in new technologies. For example, in the telecommunication field, 

developed countries moved to wireless phones after cleaning up their wired phone infrastructure, but 

since African countries do not have a wired phone infrastructure, the distribution of smartphones is 

more efficient and quicker expansion is possible.

In this field where this can be most actively applied is the financial sector. In particular, the crypto market 

centred on blockchain provides new innovations and possibilities to African countries. Tokenization of 

fiscal flows is much cheaper than building a country. Behind the scenes, the process itself can spur the 

growth of real assets. Several African countries are making these attempts.

Africa is the second-most-populous continent in the world, with around 1.3 billion people. Due to 

historic issues with colonialism, civil wars, and harsh terrains, African countries have suffered from 

infrastructure problems for a long time. This has made financial services less accessible, leading to 

around 57% of the population remaining unbanked.

At the same time, underdeveloped infrastructure has made Africa a perfect vector for cryptocurrencies, 

which only require a smartphone to access blockchain networks.Among African countries, Nigeria, in 

particular, has become the vanguard of the use of cryptocurrencies around the world.

According to Chainalysis, $105.6 billion worth of crypto assets between July 2020 and June 2021, 

accounting for 1,200% crypto value growth. Using this metric, Africa has topped peer-to-peer (P2P) 

payment platforms in terms of transaction volume across all regions.
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Zappay Overview

Zappay provides a technology stack that makes products, services and businesses easy 

to use, even for non-specialists. Zappay provides solutions that make it easier and faster 

to perform overall financial services such as remittance without border restrictions, P2P 

payment, fund raising, investment and utilisation of funds, focusing on blockchain solutions.

Our mission is to devote ourselves to the practical experience of using decentralised finance, 

which was experimentally conducted after Bitcoin, and its application in real life. These ideas 

are no longer experiments, but should be put to use in our lives.

Zappay’s framework is a secure decentralised system based on a governance system. 

Zappay protects your privacy above all else. Participants can jointly compose various dapps 

in various dimensions and implement them in real life. For example, services such as personal 

identification service, proof of ownership choice for assets, decentralised banking service, 

privacy protection, P2P/B2B, donation, insurance, NFT, and decentralised open mall can be 

realised.

Zappay uses the real assets held by the foundation as collateral to issue a stable as much 

as leverage is imposed. The issued stable is used for real services, and the stable token 

is traded with the issued ERC20 and can be converted into cryptocurrency at any time. 

Cryptocurrency tokens can be exchanged for cash in each country in the global traders and 

peer-to-peer markets.
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Technology Advancement
As blockchain and digital assets are incorporated into existing markets, traditional investors 

are increasingly interested. However, there is a lot of misunderstanding between traditional 

investors and new market players due to misunderstood terms and technologies. The basic 

direction of this project is to provide a smooth exchange solution between cryptocurrency 

and existing assets.

To this end, Zappay sets a trustworthy asset as collateral and provides the collateral as a 

blockchain tool that anyone can check. The asset is issued through NFT or cryptocurrency, 

and the verification of the asset is verified by a trusted third party, and the contract is verified.

Stable tokens issued based on the value of the collateral are used for each use as utility 

tokens by providing APIs. The operating entity and issuer of the utility token will become the 

Zappay Foundation or Zappay partner, and each corresponding fee income will be provided 

with fee income together with the developer operating the DApp.

Zappay offers a staking service. The staking service is terminated by paying tokens equal 

to the promised interest to the holders who have entrusted them with staking for a certain 

period of time. Staking is conducted in two ways. A staking service for ERC20 tokens and a 

staking service for stable tokens issued by Zappay are provided.
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ZAPC ERC20 coins

ZAPC ERC20 coins can be rewarded within the Zappay community through the ZAPPAY 

ecosystem.

Token Details

Name Zappay Coin

Symbol ZAPC

Technical Standard ERC-20

Total Token Supply

Blockchain

2,000,000,000

Ethereum

Token Economy 
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Zappay Token Economy

DEFI

ZPD STAKING

Zappay shop
< > < >

ZPD (Zappay Dollar) is a blockchain-based stable token that can be used in the Zabpay 

payment ecosystem. ZPD is a stable coin operated by itself. Unlike ZAPC ERC20 Coin, it is 

a coin issued on its own private blockchain not operated within Ethereum, and does not 

require a separate gas (fee) like Ethereum. All the transactions of ZPD can be seen in Goodpay 

Explorer http://explorer.goodpayglobal.in/ Since ZPD does not use the Ethereum network, it 

is fast (1,500 TPS or more), and is a coin without price volatility that is used with cash based 

on dollar value in various businesses of the Zappay. However, it is a closed wallet that is not 

universally available, and is a closed coin that can be used only for making payments in the 

affiliate eCommerce Mall, when the network expands and is used universally in the future by 

converting to an open wallet based on security.

ZPD Stable Token
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Zappay Explorer :

ZPD Circulation Process : 

ZAPPAY
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- 1:1 dollar-based value of the safety value for ZPD stable token. 

- Zappay affiliated merchants can receive ZPD stable coins from customers as one of 

payment methods. 

- Once affiliated merchants receive ZPD , they can redeem tokens from the POS app in order 

to get real cash. 

- In the case of affiliated stores, cash can be received to merchants after taking withdrawal 

commissions. 

- Eliza swap provides P2P services between FIAT/ETH/BNB/ERC20/BEP20.

- You can purchase it on the ZAPPAY official site or the app and official affiliate sites.

How to get ZPD stable coins ?

Process Explanation:
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ZAPPAY is a token issued by GM(Goodpay Mainnet) and can be used in user apps and POS 

apps. Mainnet is designed for token economy

User App

The Zappay user app is a blockchain-based multi-purpose wallet that can be used in various 

business fields. In this official wallet, various tokens such as cryptocurrencies such as BTC or 

USDT and  ZPD are listed. The user app can find nearby merchants that can be used based on 

your location, and you can apply for a Crypto MasterCard.

What are Mainnet functions ?
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POS App

Zappay POS wallet is the blockchain based global wallet that can be used for eCommerce 

sellers, vendors, merchants of small and medium sized business. This wallet uses stable 

tokens which have been published and already in operation. Redeem function added in this 

wallet helps the vendors to get their funds in real money.
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Eliza swap is the multi currency wallet for exchange. Here anyone can manage the assets 

and exchange in https://elizaswap.io/

It also allows users to buy Bitcoin, Ethereum, and USDT using a credit card by using an external 

fiat provider like itez.com. Sell your ERC20 token for ETH (client can buy ETH instantly then 

exchange it to any token).

Eliza Swap Exchange
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Transaction

Swap exchange

Staking

Advertising

Zappay Foundation

Merchant

Zappay runs the business with the following platform operations.

1. Transaction fee (Payments)

2. Eliza Swap exchange fee

3. Merchant Fee

5. Staking Fund Operational Revenue

6. Advertising Revenue

Business Model
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Dr. Elizabeth Jack-Rich
Chairperson

Dr. Elizabeth Jack-Rich holds a BS.C degree in Banking and Finance, (with Second class 

upper) from Le Cours Sonou University institute -Republic of Benin.

She is running a Masters in Business Administration program at the Ahmadu Bello University 

Nigeria. She holds a certificate in the Entrepreneurship Essentials from Harvard, University 

of Cambridge UK, and currently studying Strategic Management at Harvard University USA.

Dr. Elizabeth is also certified from THE INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS UK involved 

in Modern Management Technology & Systems, recognized by the IMS MEMBERSHIP BOARD 

for the Grade of FELLOW - F.I.M.S [Dip.IMS] and IMS CERTIFICATION on LEADERSHIP AND 

MANAGEMENT.

Christin J Coeppicus
CEO

Christin J Coeppicus is the CEO of Zappay. Apart from her background and passion in 

mechanical & aeronautics engineering, She is an award winning Trinidadian self-taught 

multi-dimensional artist with experience in painting, drawing, sculpting, fabric arts, fashion 

design, and digital arts. Being born in the Caribbean she was always fascinated by the tropical 

landscapes, seascapes and historical architecture of the islands. 

Team
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Dr. Ibiso Darlington HART
General Manager & Business Development strategist 

Dr. Ibiso is a business development strategist and leadership professional with years of 

experience in different industries ranging from the banking sector to the aviation industry.

She holds a Bachelor of Science (BSc) in Secretarial Administration from Rivers State 

University, Nigeria, a Master of Science, (Msc) in Human Resource Management from ESUT 

Enugu, Nigeria. Dr Ibiso has also bagged an Executive Masters Certificate (EMC) in Human 

Resource Management at East Midlands School of Business & Management, UK and She is a 

Doctor of Strategic Management and Leadership from The University of America, Curacao.

She has the following certifications:

     Member- The Institute of Chartered Economist of Nigeria (ICEN) 

     Fellow - Chartered Institute of Finance & Control of Nigeria, (CIFCN)

     Fellow - Institute Management specialist, UK 

     Certified Chartered Manager (Cmgr)

     Fellow of the Chartered Business Institute London (FCBI ,dip. MIS).

She will use her wealth of experience to drive ZapPay to greater heights.

Jaian Cuttari 
Managing Director

Jaian Cuttari is the Managing Director of  Zappay. Jaian is an entrepreneur who founded 

Veltrust, one of the top performing management consulting & investment firms in the United 

States, landing in the top ten on the Fortune 100 fastest growing businesses of 2020.
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Barrister Funke Afolabi
Business Consultant / Strategist

Olufunke Afolabi is a marketer with over six years of marketing and strategy experience. A 

graduate of law from the University of Lagos, after which she attended The Nigerian law 

school, Lagos there after which she was called to the Nigerian Bar 2012. 

She has worked as a lawyer and creative strategist. Olufunke is a Chartered Institute of 

Marketing UK member and currently works as a strategist and marketing consultant. 

Her experience spans various industries such as Fashion, manufacturing, shipping, real 

estate, business advisory and content production.

IBIBO SELEYE-FUBARA
Software Engineer and Technical Product manager

Ibibo is a graduate of civil engineering with 3 years + experience in the technology Industry. 

He has worked as a Product Manager, Data Scientist and Software Engineer in technology 

startup environments and have built products that solve problems in Nigeria. He has 

Certifications in Web Development, Data Science and Product Management from Udemy & 

Solo Learn, He is also has a Certificate in Andriod Development from Google amongst Others. 
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Georgia McLaughlin
Project coordinator for USA

Georgia McLaughlin is experienced in several facets of real estate, including construction, 

general brokerage sales, financing and development. 

Currently, Ms. McLaughlin works with Long and Foster Real Estate as a certified international 

property specialist. She operates on a global platform assisting clients to leverage market 

data and create value in real estate holdings. 

Ms McLaughlin is licensed in Virginia, Maryland and the District of Columbia. She has a 

Masters in real estate finance from Georgetown University

Abiodun Fakayejo
Finance Expert

Abiodun is an experienced accountant with 7 years + experience working in large corporate 

institutions in the educational, media, agricultural and aviation industry where he aided 

improvements on financial procedures and systems.

He is an expert in analyzing financial data, reviewing and tracking budget compliance, Key 

Performance Indicators (KPI) and monitoring internal control.
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Kristie Walton
Project coordinator for USA

Kristie is the founder/CEO of Think Speak Create, LLC. Think Speak Create is Women 

Owned certified Business Enterprise. She specialize in strategic Real Estate Development/

Investment and creative Interior Design.

Busola Oladeji
Content Developer

Busola is a witty and smart creative individual who seeks to bridge the gap between businesses 

and their customers by creating engaging content. She will drive content creation at ZapPay.

Mariana Lopez
Advisor 

Mariana Lopez is the advisor of Zappay, she has wide range of strategic knowledge on 

promotions in eastern europe market.
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Partners
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We reserve the right to change any technology mentioned in this white paper in favour of 

the overall goal of the project. For the latest version of the white paper, go to the official site.

No Investment Advice

The information provided on this white paper does not constitute investment advice, 

financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice, and you should not treat any of 

the website’s content as such.

Accuracy of Information

We will strive to ensure accuracy of information in this white paper although we will not hold 

any responsibility for any missing or wrong information. You understand that you are using 

any and all information available here AT YOUR OWN RISK.

All Investments Involve Risk

All investments involve risk, losses may exceed the principal invested, and the past 

performance of cryptocurrency, market, or financial product does not guarantee future 

results or returns. Gains with cryptocurrencies are typically subject to tax, depending on 

what country you reside. 

We accept no liability for loss or damage suffered by you as a result of investing in the Zappay 

Dollar (ZPD)

Trading and investing are risky, do so at your own risk, and we advise people to never use 

more money than they can afford to lose. The cryptocurrency market is a volatile and risky 

market. Cryptocurrency investing may not be suitable for all readers of this white paper. 

Anyone looking to invest in cryptocurrencies should consult a fully qualified independent 

professional financial adviser.

Disclaimer
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